Compact distributed fiber SPR sensor based on TDM and WDM technology
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Abstract: By using a twin-core fiber (TCF), we propose and demonstrate a novel distributed SPR sensor, which employs both the time division multiplexing (TDM) technology and the wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) technology together. The proposed sensor has two sensing passages with four sensing channels (and there are two sensing channels in each sensing passage). We employ the TDM technology to realize the two passage distributed sensing, which are parallel-connection; and we employ the WDM technology to realize the distributed sensing of two channels in a sensing passage, which are series-connected. In order to realize the TDM technology, we employ a two-core fiber, which has two cores in a same cladding, being equal to dividing the traditional single core into two independent sensing zones; in order to realize the WDM technology, we employ a fiber end polishing-connecting method to adjust the resonance angle/wavelength to realize the dynamic range separation. This twin-passage four-channel twin-core fiber SPR sensor is suitable for applying in fields of the multi-channel liquid refractive index and temperature self-reference measurement.
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Siultaneously. The proposed sensor has two sensing passages with four sensing channels. This novel fiber-based SPR sensor, which employs both the TDM technology and WDM technology (WDM) are two common methods to realize the multi-channel distributed sensing. The analysis, time division multiplexing (TDM) technology and wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) technology, it is not suitable for the fiber-based SPR sensor. The reason is that it is too hard to divide multi parallel zones in a such small fiber core to obtain multi independent sensing zones to realize the "series connection". Therefore, as far as we know, there is no report about the multichannel fiber optic surface plasmon resonance sensor [12]. At another word, TDM technology realizes multichannel sensing by "parallel connecting" several single-channel sensors; and WDM technology realizes multichannel sensing by "series connecting" multi single-channel sensors.

In order to solve this problem, by using a twin-core fiber, we propose and demonstrate a novel fiber-based SPR sensor, which employs both the TDM technology and WDM technology simultaneously. The proposed sensor has two sensing passages with four sensing channels.
Exactly speaking, there are two sensing channels in each sensing passage. We employ the TDM technology to realize the distributed sensing between two parallel-connection passages, and we employ the WDM technology to realize the distributed sensing between two channels series-connected in a passage. In order to realize the TDM technology, we employ a two-core fiber, which has two cores in a same cladding, being equal to dividing the traditional single core into two independent sensing zones, realizing parallel connection; in order to realize the WDM technology, we employ a fiber grinding and buffer-joint connecting method to adjust the SPR resonance angle and resonance wavelength to realize the dynamic range separation, realizing series connection.

2. Principle

2.1 Realization of WDM (series-connection sensor)

In order to realize the WDM technology applied in the distributed fiber-based SPR sensor, which means realizing the series connection of two sensing channels, we propose a fiber end polishing and then butt-joint connecting method.

*Sensing zone fabrication*: The SPR coupling wavelength can be tuned selectively by modifying the angle of incidence between the photon and the sensing area; with the fiber optic sensors this is accomplished by modifying the geometry of the probe tip: different incident angle produces different resonance wavelength, therefore, for the refractive index variety, different incident angle produces different resonance wavelength range, which also names dynamic range. Here we propose a fiber butt-joint method to adjust the SPR incident angle. Figure 1 shows the sketch diagram of the twin-core fiber (TCF) SPR sensor probe. We polish the fiber I with the angle of $\alpha$, and polish the fiber II with the same grinding angle. Then we splice two fibers together keeping the core I-2 in fiber I arranging with the core II-2 in the fiber II. We plate a 50nm gold film on the inclined plane I to configure the Kretschmann prism structure. When the light beam is launched into the core I-1, it is totally internal reflected on the inclined plane I and a SPR generating on the 50nm gold film, then the SPR sensing signal, which is carried by the reflected light beam, will be totally internal reflected by the 300nm gold film on the inclined plane II, and then entering the core II-1 of the fiber II. Finally the SPR sensing information is received by the optical spectrum analyzer.

*Dynamic range adjustment*: Taking the grinding angle of $7^\circ$ and $16^\circ$ as the example, we test and verify the method of separating the dynamic range. Figure 2 shows the simulated and experimental results. According to the Figs. 2(a) and 2(c), when the fiber grinding angle is $7^\circ$(resonance angle is $83^\circ$), the dynamic range is 604~713nm and the sensitivity is 2096nm/RIU; when the fiber grinding angle is $16^\circ$(resonance angle is $74^\circ$), the dynamic range is 702~1128nm and the sensitivity is 8192 nm/RIU. According to the Figs. 2(b) and 2(d), when the grinding angle is $7^\circ$, the testing dynamic range is 585~692nm and the testing sensitivity is 2058 nm/RIU; when the fiber grinding angle is $16^\circ$, the testing dynamic range is 744~908nm and the testing sensitivity is 3905nm/RIU. Here, the testing scope of our optical spectrum...
analyzer is 0–1000nm, therefore the resonance dip of the “1.385 index” curve cannot be recorded in the Fig. 2(d), the “908nm” is the resonance wavelength of the “1.375 index”, and the corresponding simulated results is 973nm (see Fig. 2(c)). Consequently, compared with the simulated results and the experimental results, we can separate the SPR dynamic range by changing the fiber grinding angle. The simulated conditions are: the refractive index of the fiber core is 1.467, the gold film thickness is 50nm, and the dielectric constant of the gold film is referenced from [22].

Therefore, we can realize the series connecting SPR sensing by polishing the fiber with the angle of 7° and 16°, the dynamic range of two sensing channels can be separated completely, the two dynamic ranges are 585–692nm and 744–908nm.

Fig. 2. (a) simulated results of fiber grinding angle of 7°; (b) experimental results of fiber grinding angle of 7°; (c) simulated results of fiber grinding angle of 16°; (d) experimental results of fiber grinding angle of 16°.

2.2 Realization of TDM (parallel-connection sensor)

In order to realize the TDM technology applied in the distributed fiber-based SPR sensor, which means realizing the parallel connection of two sensing passages, we employ the twin-core fiber, which means we integrate two sensing passages into a same fiber to realize the series connection of two sensing passages.

According to the Fig. 2, the larger is the fiber grinding angle, the smaller is the SPR resonance angle, the higher is the sensor sensitivity, and the dynamic range is red-shift. Therefore, by using the two cores in the twin-core fiber, we configure a twin-passage four-channel SPR sensor. For sensing passage I, we polish the fiber with the angle of 7°(channel I-1) and 16°(channel I-2), and for sensing passage II, we polish the fiber with the angle of 11°(channel II-1) and 18°(channel II-2). Therefore, we realize the series connection of channel I-1 and channel I-2, the series connection of channel II-1 and channel II-2, and the parallel connection of passage I and passage II in a same fiber. Figure 3 shows the sketch diagram of the twin-passage four-channel SPR sensor.
Figure 3(a) shows the profile of the twin-core fiber. The core diameter of the twin-core fiber is 8μm, the cladding diameter is 125μm and the distance between the two cores is 62.5μm. Due to the size of the fiber core, there are few modes beam propagating during 500~2400nm, which is the super continuum light source spectrum wide.

Therefore, by using the twin-core fiber, we employ the TDM technology to realize the distributed multichannel parallel-connection (twin-passage) sensing, and by using the fiber end polishing and connecting method, we employ the WDM technology to realize the distributed multichannel series-connection (four-channel) sensing. We integrate two passages four channels sensing in a same fiber.

3. Experiments
3.1 fabrication of sensing zone

The processing steps of the twin-passage four-channel fiber sensor are:

1. **Fiber polishing**: the roughness of the angled face of the fiber strongly affect the performance of generating the SPR in this scheme. If the angled face is rough, there will be more than one SPR incident angle, which will cause the SPR resonance dips broadening and sensitivity reducing. Therefore, in order to make the angled face as smooth as possible, we polish the twin-core fiber (TCF) to be the designed angle and depth by using a fiber grinding machine. We grind the fiber with a 8000-grit grinded paper for 2 hours, and then polish it with a 12000-grit polished paper to make sure the polished plane completely flat (see Fig. 4(a), where α is 16°);

2. **Fiber fusing**: We connect with two polished TCFs by using a fiber splicer. One fiber holder in the splicer clamps the first TCF, while the other holder clamps the second TCF simultaneously, and then the second fiber holder rotates the second TCF to arrange two fibers as we wanted position, and then fusing two fibers with a suitable fusing parameter(seen Fig. 4(b));

3. **Gold film coating**: We employ the vacuum plasma sputtering method to plate the gold film on the fiber. Here we place the connected fiber in the vacuum chamber of the plasma sputtering apparatus(JS-1600, HTCY©) to plate the sensing gold film (50nm) on the first fiber and then overturn the connected fiber to plate the reflected gold film (300nm) on the second fiber. We adjust the thickness of the gold film by controlling the sputtering current and sputtering time. The gold film thickness is measured by using the three-dimensional morphology analyzer (NewView7200, Zygo). The gold film is scratched as line shape. The flatness of gold film surface and the depth of the groove are observed by the morphology analyzer (seen Fig. 4(c) and 4(d)). The depth of the groove indicates the thickness of the coated gold film.
3.2 Experimental setup

The experimental setup is shown in the Fig. 5. A super continuum light source (SuperK compact, NKT Photonics) whose spectrum wide is 500–2400nm, is launched into one core of the TCF by using a beam alignment device, and the reflected beam is received by an optical spectrum analyzer (AQ6370C, Yokokawa). A beam alignment device is employed to realize the light source power switch between the two cores. At first, the light source power is launched from a normal single mode fiber (SMF) into the core I of the TCF to make the sensing passage I working, and then the light source power is switched to the core II to make the sensing passage II working. We employ a programmable micro injection pumper (LSP01-1A, LongerPump) to inject the Glycerine-aqueous solution into the micro fluidic channels. The Glycerine-aqueous solution index is calibrated by the Abbe refractometer (GDA-2S, Gold).

4. Results and discussion

4.1 Simulated and experimental results of sensing passage I

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) provide the simulated and experimental results of the transmitted attenuating spectrum keeping the sensing channel I-2 in the Glycerine-aqueous solution with the refractive of $n = 1.365$ and placing the sensing channel I-1 in the Glycerine-aqueous solution with index of 1.333, 1.345, 1.355, 1.365 1.375 and 1.385 successively. From the experimental results, the dips generated from the sensing channel I-1 is unchanged (keeping in 824nm), and the dips generated from the sensing channel I-2 move from 586nm to 705nm, and the testing sensitivity is 2288nm/RIU, which is consistent with the simulated results. Although the amplitude of the transmitted attenuating spectrum is not consistent with the simulated results, here we investigate the position of the resonance dip, which is consistent with the simulated results.
Similarly, Figs. 6(c) and 6(d) provide the simulated and experimental results of the transmitted attenuating spectrum keeping the sensing channel I-1 in the water (n = 1.333) and placing the sensing channel I-2 in the Glycerine-aqueous solution with index of 1.333, 1.345, 1.355, 1.365 and 1.375 successively (here, due to the limited optical spectrum analyzer testing range, we do not test the index of 1.385). From the experimental results, the dips generated from the sensing channel I-1 is unchanged (keeping in 586nm), and the dips generated from the sensing channel I-2 move with the range of 731–894nm, and the testing sensitivity is 3881nm/RIU, which is also consistent with the simulated results.

Figures 6(e) and 6(f) provides the simulated and experimental results of the transmitted attenuating spectrum placing both sensing channel I-1 and I-2 in the Glycerine-aqueous solution with the same index range. From the experimental results, the testing resonance range of sensing channel I-1 is 584–695nm with the sensitivity of 2235nm/RIU, while the testing resonance range of sensing channel I-2 is 738–914nm with the testing sensitivity is 4190nm/RIU. Here due to the testing scope of the optical spectrum analyzer is 0–1000nm, the corresponding testing range of the refractive index is 1.333–1.375, however, the experimental results are consistent with the simulated results.

4.2 Simulated and experimental results of sensing passage II

Similarly we test the sensing passage II. Adjusting the position of the SMF in the beam alignment device (see Fig. 5), switching the light source power launching from core I to the
core II, then sensing passage II works, and the Fig. 7(a) and 7(b) shows the simulated and experimental results, showing the transmitted attenuating spectrum placing both sensing channel II-1 and channel II-2 in the Glycerine-aqueous solution with the index range 1.333~1.385 and 1.333~1.375 respectively. From the experimental results, the testing resonance range of sensing channel II-1 is 635~776nm with the sensitivity of 2712nm/RIU, while the testing resonance range of sensing channel II-2 is 743~958nm with the testing sensitivity is 5119nm/RIU. Here due to the testing scope of the optical spectrum analyzer is 0~1000nm, the resonance dip of the “1.385 index” curve cannot be recorded in the Fig. 7(b), the corresponding testing range of the refractive index is 1.333~1.375, however, the experimental results are consistent with the simulated results.

Fig. 7. (a) simulated and (b) experimental results of the SPR spectrum with both sensing channels in passage II working.

Unlike some traditional cascaded fiber sensors [18–21], who have to abandon the testing sensitivity to realize the cascaded configuration, this twin-passage four-channel sensor can keep the high sensitivity in the cascaded configuration. Figure 8 shows the comparison of the sensitivity (the slope of the curves in the Fig. 8 equals to the sensitivity). Here SS means the experimental results of a normal Single Sensor; SMCS means the experimental results of Single sensing zone of the Multi-Channel Sensor, DMCS means the experimental results of the Double sensing zones of the Multi-Channel Sensor. According to the Fig. 8, the testing sensitivity of the each sensing zone keeps the same as the normal single sensor(SS).

Fig. 8. Comparison of the testing sensitivity with different working function of (a) sensing passage I and (b) sensing passage II; (c) the sketch diagram of the wording function of one sensing passage (sensing passage I or sensing passage II), here OSA means optical spectrum analyzer.
5. Conclusion

In summary, a twin-passage four-channel SPR sensor based on the twin-core optical fiber is proposed. The twin-passage four-channel in the sensor is realized by cascading four sensing units with different fiber grinding angles. The overview of the experimental results are shown in the Table 1. In the sensing passage I (the fiber grinding angles are 7° and 16°), the testing sensitivities are 2235nm/RIU and 4190nm/RIU during the refractive index range of 1.333~1.385; In the sensing passage II (the fiber grinding angles are 11° and 18°), the testing sensitivities are 2712nm/RIU and 5119nm/RIU during the same refractive index range.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TDM technology</th>
<th>Sensing Passage I</th>
<th>Sensing Passage II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WDM technology</td>
<td>Channel I-1</td>
<td>Channel I-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resonance angle (°)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic range (nm)</td>
<td>584–695</td>
<td>738–914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity (nm/RIU)</td>
<td>2235</td>
<td>4190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the working principle above, we can easily infer that there are two working ways of this twin-passage four-channel SPR sensor: (1) Alternating working (passage I on with passage II off or passage I off with passage II on): the sensing passage I and sensing passage II work independently by switching light source power into two cores; (2) Simultaneous working (passage I on with passage II on): the sensing passage I and sensing passage II work simultaneously by using two light sources and two optical spectrum analyzers. Therefore, this four-channel SPR sensor can be used to detect multiple analytes simultaneously by using alternating working way, and also can be used to the multiple analytes self-reference measurement by using simultaneous working way.

We have to admit that, due to the geometrical structure of the twin-core fiber, (the distance between the two cores is 62.5μm,) there is a large insertion loss, ~70%, between the two fibers. Therefore normally, there are two cascaded structure at most. However, in a practical distributed SPR sensor, in a sensing passage, 2–3 sensing zones are enough, too many cascades sensing zones will cause the resonance dips overlapping, which will effect the sensor performance.

This SPR sensor constitutes a new development for distributed SPR sensors which keeps the high testing sensitivity. Besides that, it is convenient for this twin-passage four-channel SPR sensor to control the distributed distance and realize the self-reference measurement. This SPR sensor is expected to be employed by monitoring the glucose, cholesterol, hemoglobin, urea, PH and other useful indicators in a small amount of blood. It can help to compensate or eliminate the interference from the background refractive index, physical absorption and other factors.
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